In reference to the work presented here, Sizhu is a metaphor for the western instruments (flute and clarinet as "bamboo," and violin and cello as "silk") that are employed within the piece. It also refers to my use of a Chinese melody in the compositional process. The song, Er Quan Ying Yue (The Moon Reflected In Second Spring), was composed and performed regularly on the streets by the blind erhu player A Bing. The song has been fragmented, stretched, and varied to the point of near inscrutability, though it becomes more comprehensible following the mid-point. It inspires both structural and local events.
The work also employs aspects of the spectral style. The first section is a slow distortion and transformation of the A harmonic spectrum; specific partials are emphasized as the spectrum expands and contracts. Additionally, fragments of the Chinese melody appear within the confines of each specific harmonic structure. The second part completely diverges utilizing assimilated pentatonic scale permutations. Finally, the third section synthesizes these two elements of musical material within the piece as the instruments morendo into silence. The arrow shows to transition over time from one technique to another (i.e.: sul ponticello to ordinary bowing). Strings = overpressure; the thickest point indicates to play with a scratch tone while the thinnest is a quasi-normal tone ("normal" tone begin without any indication at all).
sul ponticello (sp) = play near the bridge alto sul ponticello (asp) = play on or as close to the bridge as possible sul tasto (st) = play near the fingerboard alto sul tasto (ast) = play on the fingerboard jeté = performed by ricochet or throwing of the bow vibrato ordinario (vib. ord.) = normal vibrato, at the player's discretion vibrato molto (vm) = play with a fast and wide vibrato non-vibrato (nv) = play with no vibrato, straight-tone Notes marked with c.l. batt. indicates that the performer should play col legno battuto. These passages call for the performer to create percussive sounds on one string by letting the bow bounce in different places along the given string. The duration of the gesture lasts throughout the note value.
The C string on the cello should be tuned scordatura to A2: Woodwinds = between air and normal tone (Aeolian sound, sub-tone, diffused, etc.) ix = perform with an alternate fingering, creating a metered timbre trill
The Bass Clarinet should be prepared with a sheet of laminated cardstock paper that is 8.5 x 11 inches. Clip it to the bell of the instrument and plug the vent hole on the bell. Percussion = perform with bow = soft mallets = hard mallets Piano Muting at the pin block requires the performer to place the finger where the copper meets the metal on the piano strings. pno.
